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A mathematical semantics of programs can be stated by observing what is going on 
from the rinatlke_matical point of view when programs are executed: a program p 
causes an input datum dl, element of a data structure S1, to be univocally tran.+ 
formed into an output datum & element of a data structure Sz, i.e. a function 
f:& + Sz, with f(dl) = &, to be computed. Such a function f can be taken as a 
mathematical meaning (functional meaning) of the program p. 
So e.g. the functional meaning of the program 
begin real x, y, 2 ; 
input (x, y); 
f :=x+y; 
output (2) 
end 
is the addition R2 + R whereas the functional meaning of the sorting program 
begin real x, y, 2 ; 
input (x, y) 
ifx>y thenbeginz:=x; 
., l - A. +- Yi 
y:=z 
end: 
output (x9 VI 
end 
is a function of type R2 + R2. 
However, not even functions of type N” -*NV with I, > 1 are considered in 
traditional computability theory, and so the methods of this theory are not even 
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adequate to express the functional meaning of programs concerning Sequences Of 
natural numbers. 
To fill this gap [S, 6,7] extend computability theory to functions of type N” -, N” 
for arbitrary t, (sequence functions) and [S, 9, lo] develop this work algebraically in 
connection with [3,4], in the frame of category theory. 
In [g, 9, lo] sequence recursive functions are characterized, in .darticular, by 
making use of cylindrification operators besides the usual composition and repetition 
operators. 
In Predicate Logic, cylindrification has been introduced by [2,19,18] and more 
extensively treated by [14, is]. In computability theory [3] introduces the left 
cylindri&ation operator and [8] introduces also the right cylindrification operator. 
Now, composition and repetition can be seen immediately to be mathematical 
counterparts of fundamental programming constructs (sequencing and looping) 
whereas cylindrification does not seem to be the mathematical coumerpart of any 
programming construct with such a recognized status. In order to obtain sequence 
recursive functions which better fit programming practice the elimination of cylin- 
dri%ation would be welcoine. 
After a brief review of previous results (Section 2), the present paper offers a 
number of characterizations ofpartial recursive sequence functions in terms of (new) 
initial functions, of the usual composition and of (partially new) repetition operaton 
without any explicit use of cylindrification. This is made possible by normal form 
theorems by which cylindrification operators can be pushed to maximal depth and so 
cut be considered to coalesce with the initial functions (Section 3). 
One of the new characterizations obtained immediately yields a functional 
semantics for lthe classic?1 Limited Register Machines of [17] in structured form 
(Section 4). 
Functional .rema;rtics, investigating the functional meaning of programs, seems to 
be particularly up to date after the Turing Award Lecture 1977 [l] strongly 
recommended the development of a furrc~~onal programming style and an algebra of 
functional programs directed towards algebraic applicative programming languages 
With<& variables (as is the case of the language SL in ill]). 
2. Summary of revious results 
In [8,9, lo] the class of partial recursive sequence functions has been charac- 
terized by constructing closures of minimal classes of initial functions with re,pect to 
composition, combination and repetition operators. 
Initial functions are: 0 (constant zero), S (successor), P (predecessor), K (selector 
of the first number in a pair), Z (selector of the second number in a pair) and I? 
(cancellation of a single number). 
For f: N” + NV, g : NV 4V“’ and s E N” the composition f 0 g : N” + *NW gives 
if l idWWf( )I s an d corresponds to the usual sequencing of programs. For f : N” -, 
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N”, m EN, s EN” the left cylindrification 'f : N*+l + N’+l gives ‘f (m, s)= m, f(s), 
the right cylindrification f : N”” + N”+’ gives r(s, m) = f (s), m ; they correspond 
to applying a program to more data than those it transforms. 
Six different repetition operators correspond to looping programs with different 
control tests- Let f : NU + N”, g : N” + N and h : N” 4% ‘I”ne repetition 
(g, h/f) : NU + N” gives (g, h/f)(s) E fk(s) for s E N”, where k is the least number (if 
it exists) such that g(fk(s))= h(f$), an d corresponds to looping a program until 
the result of two control functions become (possibly) equal. The repetition 
g/f := g, O”/f, where OU is the zero function of te arguments, corresponds to the 
particular case of loopk2g a program until the result of a control function become 
(possibly) zero. The repetition f = := I:, Iz/f, where I: is the selector of the ifh one out 
of a sequence of u numbers, corresponds to the particular case of looping when the 
first two numbers are tested for being equal. The repetition f” := I’;“, O”/f == Iy/f 
corresponds to the particular case of looping when the first number is tested for being 
equal to zero. The repetitions f” := f = l Lcue2 l Lcum3 and f v := f” l Zcum2 correspond 
to the foregoing cases with cancellation of the controlled arguments. 
Let W,, be the closure of the initial functions in the nth row of Table 1 with respect 
to composition, left and right cylindrification operators and with respect to the 
repetition operator at entry of the nth row. 
Table 1 
shlf 0, s, K L 
df 0, S K, L P 
f= 0, s L 
% a s L, p 
P as 
‘J f 09 s p 
Let @?k be the cf.osure of the initial functions in the nth row of Talble 2 wil!h respect 
to composition, left and right cylindrification operators and with respe*ct to the 
repetition operator at entry of the nth row. Here the operators f” and f” are 
extended to cover the cases f: N* + N* and f: N + N, respectively, by defining 
p:_f= , ancu-1 ,ncum2 and f”:=f. ncuvl. 
Table 2 
g? hlf 
slf 
f- 
r 
P 
f v 
mw 
a s a p 
0, s, 3 
0, s, tl, P 
a s 
asp 
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The classes Ce, coincide and we can define 9 = %,, the class of partial recursive 
sequence functions which characterbzes the class of computable sequence functions 
of type N” -B N” with u 2 0 and v > 0 (extended Church thesis, [lo]). Analogously 
the classes +??I, coincide and we can define 90 = %‘k, the class of pal tial recursive 
sequence functions which characterE!:es the class of computable sequr. nce functions 
of type N” + N” with u 2 0 and v 3 0 (extended Church thesis, [lo I). The class 9 
has the advantage of being 3 simple extension of the class 8 of traditional partial 
recursive functions insofar as 9 can be obtained as the closure of 9 with respect o a 
simple operator (juxtaposition operator); but from the algebraic point of view 9’ 3s 
1~~s interesting than Y0 because 9 is not a category whereas 9 is. In fact 90 is the least 
daiegory which contains the maps 0 and S and which is closed with respect o finite 
Cartesian products and repetitions controlled by two functions (improvement of 
[lo]). The c’fass Y0 is also the least category which contains the maps 0, S and P and 
which is closed with respect o finite Cartesian products and repetitions controlled by 
one function [lo]. 
[ 111 gives a method for correctness L?roofs by u&g these functions for functional 
semantics of programs concerning sequences of natural numbers. 
[l&13] extend computability theory to functions of the type N* + N* (stack 
funcaians). [ 161 uses these functions fcr functional semantics of programs concerning 
stacks of natural numbers. 
3. Normal form theorems 
I 
I 
Set fi,k = “jr” and let JV& be the closure of the functjons in the nth row of Table 3 
with respect o the composition operator and to the repetition operator at entry of 
the nth row. The class JV??,, is a class of functions of Vn in normalized form in the sense 
that the position of the cyhndrification operators is normalized to be the deepest one, 
i.e. cylindrification operators are allowed to affect only initiql functions. 
Table 3 
I. %n=N%nforn=1,2. 
e Note first that thle functions I;+’ belong to JVW, and ./9l”l;tiyz [lo] and the 
functions 19; such that 
srgm, , . . , mi-1, FIGi, mi+l, . . . , m,) = ml,. . . B mi-1, mi+l, 0 l l 9 mu, mi 
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0: = @g+(J ’ (I:+19 I~~:/S,O) ’ Li-l,u-i 
= oy* ’ (IY+fl(Pi-l,u-it1 ’ Su,O)) l Li-l,u-i* 
By induction on the structure of %$ we show that for every f~ %‘, it holds that 
fi.k E JV’%$, for every j and k. 
SOT the induction basis it suffices to note that Oj,k = Oi+k 0 l (0~~:” )f For the 
induction step it suffices to note that 
(f l g1j.k =fj.k l &k, 
(=f)j.k =f?‘+l,k, 
(f?i.k = fj,k+l, 
(g, hf f)j,b ‘= (gj,k * IjI!‘i ), (hj,k l Ii=:+’ )Ifi,k, 
(g/f )hk = ‘(gj,k ’ Ii::+’ )I fj,km 
In particular for j, k = 0 we obtain that %‘,, G JVW’~ (n = 1,2). As on the other hand 
JW,, G V,, by definition, the theorem holds. 
Note that the normalization implies also that new zeroes may be added only at the 
right end of the argument sequenr;e. The functions Oi.0, S+ Pj,&, Kj,&, Lj,k cam be 
considered now as new initial functions for characterizations of the class 9 using only 
the composition operator and the repetition operators g, h/f or g/J 
As concerns the other repetition operators f=, f”, p and f” the following normal 
form theorem for right cylindrification (analogous to the one for left and right 
cylindrification concerning the repetition operators g, h/f and g/f) can be easily 
proved: the class 9’ can be characterized as the closure of the initial functions in any 
row of Table 4 with respect to composition and left cylindrification operators and 
with respect o the repetition operator at entry of the# row (compare [12]). 
Table 4 
f l 6s ‘f 
f= 0O.j~ SO.j9 EO.j 
r 
P 
OO,j9 SO& LO,jv pO.i 
-V 
OO.j, SO.1 
r OO.jv SO& pO.j 
In order to also normalize left cylindrification to maximal depth the following 
generalizations of the above repetition operators have to be introduced. Far 
f :N”+N” set 
V 
f 
1 := V f vi 9 f := ri . -2,u-i (i > 1). 
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These operators are similar to the repetition operators defined in the introduction 
but the ith and i + lth numbers of the sequence are tested for being equal or the ith 
number is tested for being equal to zero. 
To normalize the class %& for n = 3,. . . , 6, take N&,+2 to be the &sure of the 
fuQctions in the nth row of Table 5 with respect to the composition qaerator and to 
the repetition operator at entry of the nth row. 
Table 5 
f=i 
f”’ 
P 
p: 
Oi,kr Si.k, Li,k 
oLO~ Sj,k, Lj&, Pj,k 
Oi.kr Si,k 
oj.O, sj,k, Pj,k 
Proof. To obtain that %,, G AW,,(n = 3, . . . ,6) it suffices to note that 
0; = Of@ l (Pi-l,u-i+l ’ syO)“i l Li-l,u-i 
= Ou,O ’ (Pi-l,u-iC1 l sY,O)v’ 9 
(f =)j,k = f,yi+‘, (f”)j k =c&+‘s 
(f?j,k=eL+l, (fv)j,k=frL+‘= 
To obtain that %& z AWJn = 3, , . . ,6) it suffices to note that 
t9;= cut-J , ocu+l . (SW’ . c.+‘sy= . LCU , LCU--1 
_ cue . (PC” , cus)o , LC”‘l = cue . ocu+l . (SW+* , W’S)0 . 
=‘“o . (PC” . @S)V, 
f=i = (St;)‘-1 , F” , (@;)“-i+l, 
f”’ = (@;)+’ . F” . (@~)“-i+L, 
fli = (@;)‘-1 . F”. (@;-*)“-‘-‘, 
rv* 
I 
z (@y . Fv. (@;-‘)“I-‘, 
where F’= (GJy)“-i+l l f . (@;‘)‘-‘. 
e:nce the theorem holds. 
Now combining the theorems 1 and 2, we are able to characterize the class 9 as the 
closure of the new initial functions erith respect only to the composition and to the 
repetition operators. 
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As concerns the: class YO it has been shown in [ 121 that it can be characterized asthe 
closure of the n&al functions in any row of Table 6 with respect to composition and 
left cylindrification operators and to the repetition operator af entry of the row. 
Table 6 
A generalization f the characterization above using initial functions as in Table 6 
but with indefinltct j has suggested tointroduce partial recursive stack functions, to 
give a mathema&:al semantics of programs for stack machines 112,133. 
Let now JV’CL be the closure of the initial functions in the nth row of Tab:e 7 with 
respect to the composition operator and to the repetition operator at entry of the nth 
row, Here the operators p( and fvi are extended to cover the cases f : iv* -), N* and 
f : N -, N, respectively, by defining 
pl:= f’-’ ’ J7i_l,u_i ’ni-1, u-i-1 and fVi l=fai l .t?i-l,u-i. 
Table 7 
. 
f*s 
Pw& To extend the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 to the present case it suficea to 
remark that 
Note that just in ~07: the normalization implies also that both new zeroes may be 
added and cancellations may be done only at the right end of the argument sequence: 
these peculiarities depend on the particular test controlliag the repetiticm. The 
correspondence shown in the next section between the definition of Limited Register 
achines and the defZt&~ of JY-CBI may be seen ais the algebraic justification of the 
peculiarities of the Limifed Register Machines. 
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4. Xbwtional semantics of Limited Register Machines 
In order to start a computability theory more realistic than that based on Turing 
Mac‘tlines, in [ 171 Limited Register Xachines (LRM) are introduced a ; programs for 
an idealized computer having at any time a finite but variable numbes u of registers. 
LRM’s (in a structured version) can be defined inductively as followt,. 
Elementary instructions are: 
- irncrement, (j) : add 1 to the jth register out of u available registers, 
- decrement,~): subtract 1 from the jth register out of ti available registers, 
- IBew&j : bring in a new (empty) register with address ti + 1, 
- Hwiove~ : remove the register with address u. 
Instructions can be combined in the following ways. If p and q are m&tching LRM’s 
in thg; sense that the output registers of p are the same as the input registers of q, then 
also 
-p;q: execute p and then execute q 
is a LRM. If p is a repeatable LRM in the sense that the output and input registers of p 
are the same, then also 
- IOO~pi( /I): 
is a LRM. 
repeat p until the content of the jth register becomes zero 
Now for every LRM p a function f e &Vi, which constitutes the functional mean- 
ing &Z(p) of p, can be found at once: in fact such functional meaning results from 
art immediate one-to-one correspondence between the four types of elementary 
instructions for LRM’s and the four types of initial functions of JVW~ as well as 
between the two ways of combining LRM’s and the two operators of JVW:. 
In fact 
M(increment,Cj)) = Sj-1, u-j, 
Wnew,) = %,o, 
M(decrement,(iaj, c pi-l,,-j, 
M(remove,) = &,0. 
Furthermore for two matching LRM’s p and q 
M(P; 4) =M(p) l M(q) 
and for a repeatabie LRM p 
M(IOOPi(p>) =(M(P))“‘* 
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